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thechiefpromoterofthisschemewasthelatemrturnbull,advocate. atthegeneralmeetingfortheelectionofofrcebearers,onthe international autograph auctions ltd. campanario, esc. 12 ... - 48 mettot dominique:
(1749-1794) french secretary of the commune, executed together with robespierre´s accomplices. d.s., mettot,
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manuscripts - chiswickauctions - plates (some loose pages, old repair to gutter on verso of first plate,
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original quarter grey cloth with marbled boards, backstrip with printed label, edges untrimmed, pocket to rear
part 1 - fine printing & book production - hinge repaired, extremities a little rubbed but sound &
attractive. baskerville's only 12mo. prayer book, printed with the agreement of cambridge university; the
sternhold psalms was printed at a descriptive list of the printed maps of northamptonshire ... although each title-page is printed with the same wording and the same date as on the original, a note on the
backs of the title-pages of some of the volumes states that the work was reprinted in 1890, 1892, 1895, books
about books - oak knoll - 1930, 4to, quarter leather, marbled paper-covered boards, raised bands on spine,
au- thor and title gilt-stamped on spine, top edge cut, other edges uncut. 99, (5) pages. $ 650.00
miscellaneous manuscripts ms. 1 - qub - miscellaneous manuscripts ms.1 (updated jan 2015) 2 ms. 1/7
two letters, (a) dated 18 th march, 1922 and (b) dated 23 rd march, 1922, from dr grierson, bishop of down,
connor, and dromore to international autograph auctions ltd. - football: a printed 4to sheet of notepaper
from the bellhouse hotel at buckinghamshire individually signed by fifteen members of a rest of the world
squad who played against a football league xi in a football league centenary match at wembley stadium on 8th
the collection of printed and manuscript music formed by ... - manuscript in ink on paper, oblong 4to
(approx. 234 x 294mm), ff. [24]; bound in late 18th or early 19 th century marbled boards, calf spine, ms title
label on upper cover . a collection of tunes, mostly for popular songs. provincial (plus provenance) george bayntun - cuttings cover 111 pages, and are dated 1915-1937) and two printed volumes of circulars
and rules of the federation of master printers & allied trades, 1903-06 and 1908. ken spelman rare books of
york - online galleries extranet - title-pages printed in red and black, and decorative initial letters. some
worming just touching a few letters, and leading edge of the title-page to vol i frayed with slight books prints
& maps sale - bearnes hampton & littlewood ... - ex14 1lx yeer art and art reference lots 1-57 children's
and illustrated lots 58-91 history literature and biography lots 92-206
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